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1. Introduction and preiimina 
For a simple and finite graph G, its matching polynomial m(G) was originally 
defined and studied by Gutman, Godsil and Farrell (see [l-4]) 2nd a lot of in- 
teresting and useful results have been obtained. In this paper, we mainly consider 
the expressions of matching polynomials of two classes of graphs, namely, general- 
ized polyphenylene Mn and generalized conjugated cyclic chain Qn for any integer 
n1:O. 
For a simple graph G with p vertices, its matching polynomial m(G) is defined as 
LP/~J 
m(G) = m(G; w) = c m(G; k)wp-=, 
k=O 
where m(G; k) is the number of ways to choose k independent edges in G. 
For the matching polynomial m(G) of a graph 0, there are two fundamental 
results, which will be very usefial in the sequel, mentioned in Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2. 
Lemma 1.1 (The Fundamental Theorem) [2]. Let G be a graph containing an edge 
e =xy. Let G’ be the graph G - e and G”, the graph G -x-y. Then, 
m(G) = m(G’) + m(G”). 
Lemma 1.2 (The Component Theorem) [2]. Let G be a graph consisting ofs com- 
ponents G,, G2, . . . , G, (s 2 2). Then, 
m(G) = fi m(G,). 
i=l 
Let Pn be a path with n vertices. We use grr to denote the matching polynomial 
m(P,,). Farrell [2] has derived the explicit expressions of gn for n ~0. We will not 
repeat hem here. For conveniencn b’pwe use in this paper the convention g_, =O. 
From Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, we can get the following results concerning the mat- 
ching polynomials ga and gh (a, br 0), where (i) is straightforward an 
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Lemma 1.3. 
(0 &+b =&&+g,-,&P 
(ii) g&&-&&+&-1 = (-l)b&w (0 
(iii) ’ ga+b+l8b-l-g~+b-lgb+l = (-l)b+lg&-P 
Now, we discuss a problem concerning the solution of simultaneous recurrence 
relations. 
Suppose that the vector X#, = @A’), x:*), . . . , xf))’ satisfies the following simul- 
taneous recurrence reiation expressed in matrix form. 
j3, = Kx"_,, nzl (2) 
where K= (ap&, andforanyie{l,2, . . . , s} x$) is a function with integer variable. 
We are going to derive the explicit expressions of x!) for rr >,s (15 ins) under the 
initial conditions XT), i= 1,2, .. . . s; j=O, l,..., s- 1. 
Let the characteristic polynomial of the matrix K be 
(3) 
where the coefficient di (1 s ins) is the sum of all main minors of order i in the 
determinant det K. 
From a standard result on simultaneous relations, each coordinate (Xn)i satisfies 
a common recurrence relation of the form 
where E is the usual shift operator. i.e. 
#) = i (-l)j+‘d.$i) 
n J- n-j* 
1 5 i < s - . 
j=1 
(4) 
For any fixed i (1 riss), by the recurrence (4), we can easily get the following 
generating function x”‘(t) for x!) (n 10): 
q j (-lJ’dpXi’)t’ 
(Iljpdptp ’ 
Since 
i+ fj -1 
p=l 
(-ljpdptP 
> 
1 --piI (I1)P+‘dptP 
II 
-1 
= / 
(5) 
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from (5) and (6), we obtain the following: 
If x = (x(l) ,f2) . . . , xf),’ (~2 1) satisfies the recurrence relation (2), 
the characteristic olynkk?of the matrix K is (3) and the functions x!‘! (Qs 
jss- 1,l sirs) are all known, then, for any fcxed i (1 r&s) and integer nJ&$ 
has the following expression: 
x(i) = 
n xpj? + c 
Ip+q=j 
(-l)pdpx;’ 
I 
X c (C ;=I kp>! 
& pk,=n-j II;=, kp! 
. 
In what follows, we will often use notation G for m(G) when it would lead to no 
confusion. This convention applies especially to recurrence relations. 
2. The matching polynomial of generalized polyphenylene M’ 
Let cz+b+2 be a cycle with a + 6 + 2 vertices, where a, b ~0 and a + 6 #O. The so- 
called generalized polyphenylene, denoted M,,, is the graph shown in Fig. 1, where 
integer cZ0. Clearly, m(M,)=m(C,+,., ). Let Dn be the graph obtained from Mn 
by deleting vertex u (see Fig. 2). 
By using Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, first to the edge xy (or x’y’) and then to the edge 
uw (or u’w’) in graph Mn (or II,,), we obtain the following simultaneous recurrence 
relation of matching polynomials Mn and Dn: 
&=K,&_,, n2 1, 
where xn = (Mn,Dn)T and the matrix K, is defined as 
K, = 
&z+b+c+2+&+6& &z+b+c+ 1 +&J+f&- 1 
&r+,+lgb+&gb-I& 3 
. 
&+,~6+&&9-1&-~ 
By using the formulae given in Lemma 1.3 to the coefficients of the polynomial 
det(xE-K1 ) and we obtained, by Theorem 1.4, the following result. 
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Theorem 
by: 
where d, 
given by 
and 
b b b 
Fig. 2. 
2.1. The expression of the matching polynomial of the graph M, is given 
m(lW,) = i a 
’ 
( T: 
I 
(kl + ‘2)! (_ l)~2&,&! 
kl+2k2=n-p k,! k2! I 
, 
p=o 
and d,, the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial det(xE - KI ), are 
the folio wing expressions: 
d, = ga+b+c+2 fgagb+c+ga~,gb+ga-lgb-Ig~, 
d2 = (-l)b+cg$+(-l)a+cg;; 
a0 and a1 are determined by the initial conditions m(M,) and m(M,), i.e., 
a() = m(“O) = ga+b+2 +ga+b, 
al = m(M,)-d,m(M,), 
where 
m(“l) = g2(a+b+2)+c +ga+b+lga+b+c+2 
9ga+bga+b+c+2+&+b+lga+b+2&* 
3. The matching polynomial of generalized cyclic chain Qn 
The so-called 
shown in Fig. 3, 
&+2- 
generalized conjugated cyclic chain, denoted Qn, is the graph 
where a, b and c are all nonnegative integers. We assume IpI = 
b 
-z +-P-J 
b b Q 
Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4. 
Since in the two cases Q# b and a = b, the orders of recurrence relations of the 
matching polynomial m(QJ are different, we discuss them separately. 
When a+ b, &n is called generalized pentagonal chain. Let Sn, T, and V,, be three 
classes of graphs (see Fig. 4) occurring as intermediates in our discussion. 
By repeatedly using Lemmas I.1 and 1.2 to the edges xy and x’y” in graph Q,,, 
S,,, T, and Vn, respectively, we obtain the following simultaneous recurrence 
relation: 
j3,=h$&, nL J, 
where j3, = (Qn, Sn, T,, VnjT and K2 is the matrix given by 
8a+b+c+2 ga+b+c+l ga+b+c+ 1 ga+b+c& 
k-2 gagb+c+ 1 = ga- lgb+c+ 1 gagb-tc ga-lgb+c& 1 . 
ga+c+lgb go+&6 ga+ci- lgb- 1 ga+&b- l& 
gag6 ga- 186 gagb- 1 ga-lgb-l& 
o what we have done in Set 
mma 1.3 and by Theore 
very tedious manipulation. 
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3.1. For any nonnegative integers a, b (a # b) and c, the expression of the 
mtrtchPiYIg polynomial of the generalized pentagonal chain Qn (n ~4) is given by: 
where di (1 s ir 4), the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial det(xE - K& 
are given by the following expressions: 
4 =~t7+6+c+2+&-1~6+c+1+&7+c+1~6-1+&-1~6-1&~ 
4 = t-1>“+ l(g;+c+ 1 +2g,,,g,g,+&,g,2! 
+(-1!6+1(g~+~+l+29,+,gag~+g,t-*g~)+(-l)a+62g~, 
d3 = (-l)a+b+c+l 2g,g,g, 
ai (0 s is 3) are determined by the initial conditions m(Qi) (0 s is 3), i.e. 
a0 = m(Qo! = gc+2r 
a, = MQ, ! -d, m(Qo!s 
~2 =m(Qz!-d,m(Q,!+d,m(Q,!, 
a3 =m(Q3!-dlm(Q2!+d2m(Q,!-d3m(Qo!, . L . . - . . 
I =ga+6+2~+4+ga+6+2~+2~ 
m(Q2) =ga+6+,+2m(Ql)+2ga+6+,+lga+6+2c+3+ga+6+cga+6+e+2gc~ 
m(Q3) = (&+6+c+2 +ga+b+c+lgagb+c+ 1 +ga+b+c+ lga+c+ lg6 
+ga+6+cgag6&!m(Ql)+(ga+6+c+2ga+6+c+l 
+ga+b+c+ lga- lg6+c+ 1 +ga+b+c+ lga+&6 
+8,+6+&6&ga-l)84+6+2c+3 +@a+6+c+tga+6+c+ 1 
+ga+b+c+lgagb+c+ga+b+c+lga+c+lgb-1 
+ga+b+cgagb- l&)ga+6+2c+3 +(ga+b+c+2ga+b+c 
+ga+b+c+lga-lg6+c9ga+h+c+lga+cg6-1 
+ga+6+&- lgb- l&)ga+b+c+2&= 
Now, let us consider the second case, a = b. In this case, Qn is called the general- 
ized benzenoid chain. It is easy to see that m(S,) = m(T,) when a = 6. Similar to the 
previous discussion, we obtain the following simultaneous recurrence r&&on: 
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where & = (Q,, Snr v,>’ and K. is the matrix given by: 
From Theorem 1.4, we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 3.2. For any nonnegative integers aand c, the expression of the matching 
polynomial of generalized benzenoid chain Qn (n 13) is given by 
where di (1 zs is 3), the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial det(xE - K3), 
are given by the following expressions: 
d, = g~+c+2+g,+,g*+go+c+Ig*-l +g,‘-,g,* 
d2 = (-l)*+‘g; 
+(-l)a+‘(gZ+c+l+g*+,+*g*-Igc+g*+~g*g~+g~-IgcZ)* 
d3 = (-l)*+‘g,3; 
oi (Or ir 2) are determined by the initial conditions m(Qo), m(Q,) and m(Q2), i.e. 
where 
q, = m(Q,,) = gc+p 
a1 = m!Q, I- dl MQo) 
a2 = -MQ2) - dl m(Ql) + d,m(Q,,h 
m(Qd = 92o+2c+4+gzo+zc+2, 
m(Q2) = gti+c+gMQo) +2g, +c+ &?a+2c+3 +g2O+c+2&a+cgc 
Remark 3.3. From Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we can easily deduce the explicit expres- 
sions of matching polynomials of pentagonal chain and benzenoid chain, respective- 
ly. We omit the details here. 
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